Music Index (EBSCOhost)

Getting started...

Click the Cited References tab at the top and enter the author name and title. Click Search.

Click the box next to the correct article(s), then click Find Citing Articles.

Navigating Search Results

The generated results list includes all citing articles within this database. Click the article titles for more details.
Browsing Citations

**Note:** Browsing cited references is very helpful when locating highly cited articles on a particular topic. **Search** for a topic of interest.

The generated list includes articles related to your searched topic. Click **Cited References: (#)** to view citing articles. If this link is not included under a particular title, that title has not been cited by another article in this database.

Click the article titles for more details. **Click the box** next to a title of interest, then click **Related Records** to view articles related to the selected title.